Dear MACUHO Members:

On behalf of the Program Committee I encourage you to attend as many programs as you can and dare to reach new heights and perspectives with fellow colleagues and members.

The Program Committee is eager to expose you to outstanding topics of interest for all of our different levels of membership. Whether you come from a small or large institution or are a new or seasoned professional, we know you will be able to find that relevant residential and housing session you expected to attend. It is our aim to provide a program slate with comprehensive sessions with learning outcomes that will generate exciting discussions on issues affecting our residential students and staff.

With a diverse group of high caliber speakers from within and outside our region, our presenters have been encouraged to expand their sessions outside of their actual program time. Please approach them, greet them and spark up a conversation about what you have learned from their session and hope to do on your own campuses. Go ahead, research new issues and or programs you would have not been able to get otherwise outside of our conference.

Many of our members define conference participation as intentionally using this collegial retreat to relax, network, learn, present, mentor and or to simply have fun. How will you participate this year? It is up to you to make the most of our conference and to take advantage of this collection of great minds and resources.

Facilities Operations, Technology issues in Judicial Affairs or gaining a better understanding of the Millennium student and parent...oh my...how I am to choose? Perhaps choosing which session to attend may be the most difficult aspect of our conference. Don't worry and select that special session that is right for you. Make sure to read your conference schedule and begin highlighting those sessions you promised yourself not to miss. You will be happy you did!

Best regards...see you at the conference!

Gretchen Reyes Cseplo  
Co-Chair, Program Committee 2004